Oxytocin Exerts Antidepressant-like effect by potentiating dopaminergic synaptic transmission in the mPFC.
Oxytocin (OT) and dopamine (DA) are two important elements that are closely related to mental and reward processes in the brain. OT controlled DA functional regulation contributes to various behaviours such as social reward, social cognition and emotion-related behaviours. Previous studies indicated that diminished dopaminergic transmission in the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) is correlated with the pathophysiology of depression. However, the interaction of OT and DA and their roles in antidepressant effects still require further exploration. Here, we investigated the antidepressant effect of OT through local mPFC administration, and further explored the underlying mechanisms that indicated that OT could strengthen dopaminergic synaptic transmission with OT receptor (OTR) activation dependent in the mPFC. Our results showed that local administration of OT in the mPFC exerts antidepressant (-like) effects in both naïve and social defeat stress (SDS) depressive animal model. Mechanism study suggested that OT enhances DA level with OTR activation dependent, and elevated mPFC DA levels might further enhance excitatory synaptic transmission by activating the D1/PKA/DARPP32 intracellular signalling pathway in the mPFC. Hence, our study revealed that the activation of OTR strengthens excitatory synaptic transmission via the potentiation of dopaminergic synaptic transmission, especially via D1R activation dependent, in the mPFC, which may be the underlying mechanism of antidepressant (-like) effects mediated by OT. With specifically activation of the D1/PKA/DAPRR32 signalling pathway, our results may augment the important role of OT in reward circuits in the central nervous system.